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MULTICRITERIA DECISION AID h,.
to take place on Thursday May 22, 1997 at the new building of the Institute of




Campus du Sart- TIlman





ln order to facilitate the organization of the meeting, attendees are asked to
register in advance either by mail, by fax or by e-mail to Marc Roubens
1 will attend the Game Conference
Name : Institution : For additional information, feel free to contact
Marc Roubens
Institut de Mathématique
Campus du Sart- Tilman, Bât. B37
4000 Liège
Tél. : 04/366 94 10





1.,"' ...'/.' lnstitute of Mathematics, University of Liège
May 22, 1997
Cooperative games and multicriteria decision aid
9.00 : Registration
9.30 : Irinel Dragan (University of Texas, Arlington, Texas)
Potentials and relationships between the Shapley Value and some other
values for cooperative T. U. games.
10.30: Hans Peters (University of Maastricht, NL)
The selectope for cooperative games.
12.00: Lunch.
13.30: Michel Grabisch (Thomson CSF, Central Research Lab., Orsay, France)
Axiomatics of interaction between the members of a coalition in
cooperative game and decision aid contexts.
14.30: Coffee break.
15.00: Jean-Luc Marichal (University of Liège)
Aggregation of ordinal data and open problems related to possibilistic
approximation of monotonic set functions.
16.00 : End of the meeting.
".,
,~
Please corne and have a look at our new Institute of Mathematics and
disseminate this information around you !!
Attendance to the meeting is free of charge.
Travelling expenses are reimbursed for scientists of the French Community
of Belgium.
ln order to facilitate the organization of the meeting, attendees are asked to
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